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2Abstract
An intrinsic approximation process is introduced which arises in the
context of non-isotropic perturbation theory for certain classes of
differential or pseudodifferential operators P. The structure of P itself
determines the minimal information that the initial approximation must
contain. This may vary from point to point and requires corresponding
approximating Lie algebras.
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There has been considerable work in recent years on using nilpotent Lie
algebras for local and microlocal approximation of differential and
pseudodifferential operators, in the context both of hypoellipticity and the
construction of parametrices, (cf., for example, ref. 1,2,3). If we allow
solvable algebras as well, these have also arisen in control theory, (cf.,
for example, ref. 4). In other guises, approximation by finite-dimensional
Lie algebras figures in non-linear filtering, (cf., ref. 5).
In general the approximation has been non-intrinsic. Ordinarily the
approximating Lie algebras, usually free nilpotents, are introduced
externally. In (6) they are constructed internally, but still involve an
explicit choice of generators. The approximation procedures have been
viewed primarily as tools, albeit important ones, with the emphasis laid on
the particular application.
Here we introduce a different approach, which puts the approximation
issue in the forefront and provides an intrinsic construction. We shall
present only an announcement of the main results and ideas. Details and
other discussion appear in (7).
This approximation process is most naturally viewed from a seemingly
abstract algebraic context, namely the 'approximation' of certain infinite-
dimensional filtered Lie algebras L (over R) at 'points' p of 'finite rankTL
by intrinsically constructed finite-dimensional graded (nilpotent) Lie
algebras gp, of rank equal to rank p. In particular, these nilpotent Lie
algebras vary from 'point' to 'point'; this is in contrast to the external
construction, where g is deliberately chosen locally constant.
The construction of the gp, and even the introduction of the 'points' p
involves a process of 'localization', which requires an additional element
of structure: namely, the Lie algebra L must be an F-module, where F is an
R-algebra on which L acts as derivations, with [X,fYl = X(f)Y + f[X,Y] for
X,Y a L and f a F. The 'points' p correspond to the maximal ideals of F.
We insist that the corresponding quotient fields of F mast be - R.
The process of constructing gp is formal and, together with the above
framework, naturally admits of various generalizations and refinements. We
shall be concerned, however, with two concrete classes of examples: the
local case, where L is a filtered Lie algebra of smooth vector fields on a
manifold M, and F = C(M); the microlocal case, where L is a filtered Lie
algebra of first-order pseudodifferential operators on M (more precisely,
the associated algebra of principal symbols, with respect to Poisson
brackets, in hom) , and F = %Som (corresponding to principal symbols of
zero-order pseudodifferential operators). Here C*(M) denotes real-valued CO
functions on M, and Shom, i=0,1, denotes real-valued CM functions on T*M/O
positive-homogeneous of degree i. In the first case the maximal ideal
spectrum of F is M, and in the second case T*M/0. The wfinite rank"
condition, which is manifested in the local algebra context as a
stabilization property, becomes in the first case the Hormander spanning
condition (8), and in the second case the appropriate microlocal analogue,
to be given below.
Definition A filtered Lie algebra L of vector fields at xseM consists of a
0s
sequence of subspacesL i i = 1,2,... with L = U LJ such that
(i) 1 C L2 CL 3 C 
(ii ) [Li',Lj] C Li + j
(iii) Each Li is an F-module, i.e., FLi C Li
(iv) As an x (i.e., Cx) module each L' is finitely generated.
x
Here Fx, qL denote germs at x. In practice one often uses a somewhat
stronger local version of (iv). The simplest class of examples occurs when
L1 generates L, i.e., there are vector fields XI,...,Xk such that L1 = all
C'(M) linear combinations of X1,...,Xks L2 = L + [LL 1,Ll], etc.
We say that L is of finite rank at x if ad(Lr) = T M for some r, where
as denotes evaluation of vector fields at x. Clearly finite rank is an open
condition. The smallest such r is called the rank of L at x. Let Ai denote
the maximal ideal of the local ring F,, i.e., the germs which vanish at x.
Proposition Let (Li) be of finite rank r at x. Let
L1
4g = + (where L0 = 0).
x x x
Then for i > r g4 = 0, and for i S r g is a finite-dimensional vector
space over R. Let ni: Li -~g be the canonical R-linear projection. Define
g· = 1g G *-- ' gr. Then via the n i g· inherits canonically the
structure of graded nilpotent Lie algebra over R.
The proof is straightforward, the vector space structure following from
the fact that Fx/x - R. The main point to check is that [Li - 1 + mxL, L ]
7.
^+j 1 + mL +. This uses the fact that the filtration begins with an Li
term, so that i + j-1 > i.
The construction of gx makes sense in the real-analytic and formal
power series categories (and the lifting theorem, to be discussed below, is
valid here also). Here (iv) automatically follows from Noetherian
considerations.
The corresponding definitions and results are valid in the microlocal
case, with Ai replaced by i(x, )*
.
In fact we get the pair g(, ), i where
8
1 g(x,)' the dual space. The definition of finite rank at (x,V) is that
3f 8a iLx,) such that f(x,A) # 0.
Examples 1. Let M = B2 with L1 generated by a/ay and y a/at, and L
generated by L1. Then gx - R2 for x # (0,0), and go - hi, the Heisenberg
algebra.
2. We introduce a constancy of rank condition modelled on (6), namely that
dim ax(Li), i = l....,r is independent of x. Then dim g4 is independent of
x, and dim gx = dim M. Furthermore, the gS vary 'smoothly' with x, but need
not be isomorphic. Unlike (6), we do not assume that L1 generates L. One
can thus apparently extend to this context the hypoellipticity result in
(9).
3. If {Li),x is a filtered Lie algebra of vector fields, and [~i}, (x,{)
the associated filtered Lie algebra of symbols at (x,{) 8 T M/O, then there
is a canonical surjective homomorphism gx -- g(xC) -0.
4. Let 3 be a smooth conic submanifold of T'M/0. Let L1 = [u 8 SlhomU=uO
on and let 2 =L 3 = o Then [Li ] is of rank 1 at any (x,4) a
[, and of rank 2 at any (x,{) ea . At the former points g(x,4) - R. and at
the latter points g(x,{) = N(D)(x, ) R. Here N(D)(x,{) denotes the
conormal space to L, and the Lie bracket is defined via L(dfl,rl), (df2,r2)]
= (0, {fl(f2lx, )). This filtered Lie algebra is closely related to the
operator classes in (10).
A priori gx may be too small because of the 'collapsing' involved in
its definition. That this is not the case is a consequence of Nakayama's
lemma (11), a basic local algebra result. This implies that g =-
°0 = L - 1 - Li. An additional consequence is that stabilization of the
sequence i1 C iL C... rather than spanning is what is needed to define gx.
Similarly for g(x, ) 
We need a way to relate gx back to (Li),x. In constrast to the
external construction, we do not have available a partial homomorphism (12).
The following weaker substitute is most natural in our setting, both local
and microlocal.
Definition. Let (Li},x be a filtered Lie algebra and h =h o.. 0 h s
a graded nilpotent Lie algebra. A weak homomorphism r (at x) from h into L
is an R-linear map such that
(i) :hi -i
(ii) For any Yi, Yj a hi, hj, respectively,
£i+j-1 + i+jYr([Yiyj]) - [(yi) , r(Yj)] 8 L + L+j
There are many weak homorphisms from gx to {Li},x. In fact, let A be any
cross-section of the canonical projection a: L -"gx. That is, A is any R-
is -linear map such that A: gs ->L; and niaA = I Vi. Then A is automatically
a weak homomorphism. The most important constructs are those which do not
depend essentially on the choice of cross-section.
The following consequence of Nakayama's lemma is our basic technical
tool. It is our substitute for an explicit a priori relation between g. and
a set of generators for (Li),x.
Lemma. Let [Li),x be a finite rank r, and let (Yd} be a graded basis for
g i.e., each Y, a g, for some i, which we denote by a. Let A be any
cross-section. Then for every i S r the P(Y )IlaI<i span as s a C-
module.
The algebra g. satisfies the following 'universal" property, which
shows that it is in some sense the minimal approximant to (Li) at x.
Proposition: Let (Li],x be of rank r, and h = h O ... 0 hs a graded
nilpotent with y: h -4L a weak homomorphism. Then Nay (i.e., niTri:hi -Egl)




Moreover, if, in particular, y(hi) generates Li over C= modulo Li- 1 for
every i < r, then ner is surjective.
It follows that if g is the external free nilpotent usually introduced,
then gx is a quotient of g.
One can define a notion of weak morphism between (Li), x, [K'),y, two
filtered Lie algebras on possibly distinct manifolds, leading functorially
to corresponding homomorphisms of graded nilpotents g., hy. This shows, in
particular, that the isomorphism class of gx is invariant under
diffeomorphisms. All the preceding considerations also hold in the
microlocal case. In particular, g(x,t) is invariant under Fourier integral
conjugation.
In the local case the following lifting theorem (cf. ref. 12) gives a
precise sense in which gx approximates {Li],x. Let A be a cross-section.
In analogy with (12) define W:CS(M) -- C;(gx ) via (Wf)(u) = f(eo(u)x), and a
notion of local order at 0. Let Y be the left-invariant vector field
corresponding to Y.
Theorem Let Y r gi and X = P(Y). Then WX = (Y+R)W, where the vector field
R is of local order < i-1 at 0.
Corollary Let X a Li. Then WX = (ni(X)+S)W, where S is of local order
S i-l at 0.
Notice that although W depends on A, the element ni(X) a g does not.
The proof follows the general lines of (12), but requires additional work
since we have only weak homomorphisms available. Also, in analogy with (13)
one can prove a corresponding lifting theorem to a homogeneous space gx/h x
of the same dimension as M. The graded subalgebra h. has an intrinsic
definition. In the constant rank case of Example 2 hx = 0. This is a
sharper statement than the corresponding case of (13) because of the
minimality-of gx.
Helffer and Nourrigat (2,3) in conjunction with their work on maximal
hypoellipticity introduce a set which we denote by Ix ,) C g , where g is
an externally introduced free nilpotent. Because of the minimality of
g(x,g) it is possible to adapt their construction to obtain an intrinsically
defined set r:(x,) C g ,s s $Qwho' below. It appears that one can adapt
the arguments of (3) to the context of weak homomorphisms and prove the
analogue of an approximation theorem of Nourrigat at irreducible
representations corresponding to the points of l(xs, ).
Let (Li), (x,g) be of finite rank, with g(x,4) the associated graded
nilpotent, with standard dilations 8t. Let A be a cross-section. A
sequence [tns (xn,tn)) with tn a B+, (xn,[n) a T'M/O such that xn -3x, ICnI
-*0, and In/tIn -*s/i4[ is called P-admissible if 32i8 g(x,) such that lim
P(tn Y)(xn,4n) exists and equals (<,Y>) Y a g(x,[).
Proposition. Let A1, P2 be cross-sections. They they have the same
admissible sequences, with the same corresponding limits S a g(8 , ). Let
(xs) denote the set of admissible sequences at (x,g), and define
i(x, ): 4 (sx,) -g xsx, ) by ((tan (Xn,Cn)3 -C4. Let r(x { ) denote its image.
F(x,{ ) is a closed subset of g(, )' closed under dilations t', and closed
under the coadjoint action of G(, ), the corresponding group. The Helffer-
Nourrigat set Tx,) (defined primarily when Ll generates) is the image of
~(xs ) under the injection 0 -- gax,) 43 g corresponding to the natural
surjection g -3 g(sx,) 4 0. Thus ](x,C) contains all the essential
information.
To properly understand !(xs,) we must digress slightly. Given a
Hamiltonian action (cf. ref. 14) of a Lie Group G on a symplectic manifold
N, one obtains an intrinsically defined moment map i:N -3 g which is G-
equivariant. As a heuristic principle one expects the irreducible
representations which enter into the 'quantization' (if it exists) of the G-
action on N to be those associated to the image of i. (In case G and N are
compact this is given precise realization in (14).) In our context the
original infinite-dimensional filtered Lie algebra L, already realized as an
infinitesimal Hamiltonian action on T M/0, induces via a choice of cross-
section an 'approximate Hamiltonian action" of the finite-dimensional Lie
group G(x,4) on the space -(x, )# thereby making i(xs,) G(x,)-equivariant.
It is thus natural to regard 1 (x,{ ) as an 'asymptotic moment map* with image
The systematic inve)
The systematic investigation and development of the intrinsic
approximation process as an analytical tool remains to be carried out.
Nevertheless we believe it has significant potential. Precisely because of
its abstract nature it may be pertinent to various contexts, such as (4) and
possibly (5). For example, under appropriate conditions one can allow an LO
term, and obtains a semi-direct sum gO > g with gO arbitrary and g graded
nilpotent as before. Second, the gx and g(x,4) are 'invariants' of the
filtered Lie algebra, and as such may be useful, for example, for canonical
form results of the type in (15, Chap. 9). Particularly appropriate for
'geometrical' microlocal contexts such as Example 4 is the fact that no
canonical choice of generators is necessary, nor need Li generate.
Moreover, although one may want to introduce g's externally as technical
tools, the essential information already resides in the g. and g(xC)'
The introduction of the filtered algebra (Li) is natural. It defines
the class of operators we examine, namely the 'enveloping' algebra U(L)
(with C* or zero-order pseudodifferential coefficients), and determines a
filtration on U(L). A given operator P may lie in U(L) for various filtered
algebras L. However, the relevant information about P qua element of a
specific U(L) is contained in (z(P)) where n 8 r(x,{ ) . (Given P a Um(L) one
a
associates a 'leading term' P S Um(g(x, )), i.e., homogeneous of degree m.
Strictly speaking this is not well-defined in general, though apparently
n(P) is well-defined for n a r(x,{)) . We regard L as determining an
intrinsically associated 'Fourier analysis', or 'phase space decomposition'
in the case of T'M/O, namely the decomposition into the relevant irreducible
representations (i.e., those in F(x,4 ) ) of the approximating groups Gx or
G(x,{ ). For example, one can define a notion of L-hypoellipticity
coinciding with maximal hypoellipticity when L1 generates. The natural L-
hypoellipticity conjecture is then that P is L-hypoelliptic a mr(P) is
left-invertible YV 8 r(x,)/O. (Also, in (7) a provisional notion of
L-wave front set is defined.) To put this in perspective: for L of rank 1
U(L) consists of the algebra of all differential (or pseudodifferential)
operators, with the standard increasing filtration. This corresponds to
standard elliptic theory and standard wave front set.
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